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Today we are here to craft your challenge promise which is 
basically what you are going to deliver.

This is the outcome you are going to deliver over the 5 days.

This below provides  you the template and you can fill in the 
blanks with the information you collected in the previous day’s 
tasks (Day 2.).

This is where everything you have done over the past few days 
starts to come together. 

Keep it simple. Use the templates you have been provided.

Go to yesterday’s worksheet to find the  WHO, the HOW and the  
OUTCOME and write them below.
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STEP 1: 
THE BIG PROMISE TEMPLATE
Go to yesterday’s worksheet to find the  WHO, the HOW and the  
OUTCOME and write them below.

[WHO] Who is your ideal client (who do they identify as from 
yesterday’s sheet)?

[OUTCOME] What is the outcome your main upsell product 
delivers (this your main product not challenge)?

[HOW] How does your main upsell product help them do it?

Now fill in the blanks. Leave the wording exactly as I have laid out. 
Just change the WHO, OUTCOME and HOW based on what you 
wrote above.

You might need to alter your wording a bit to fit this template 
but you shouldn’t change the template.

Template: “FREE 5 day challenge reveals how [WHO] can start to 
[OUTCOME] by [HOW]”

Becomes:

EXAMPLE

“FREE 5 day challenge reveals how [online PT’s] can start to [get 
high paying clients] by [creating facebook ads that convert]”

NOW COMPLETE YOURS (don’t make it to ‘wordy’)

“FREE 5 day challenge reveals how                                   can start to 
                                                       by
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What you need to post in the comments
in today’s task post

DON’T POST SCREENSHOTS OF THE 
WORKSHEET - REPLY DIRECTLY IN THE 
COMMENTS ON TODAY’S TASK POST

Finalise your challenge promise and post in the 
comments for today’s task. My team and I will be around 
to give feedback on it.

This is your CHALLENGE PROMISE and what your 
challenge is about!


